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Bring your inspiration to life.

SPRING 
2014

With a limitless selection of painted glass and unique textiles, 
Three H is bringing a fresh new look to your office this spring 
with their Premiere series.  - see page 21.
WEB ID HHH PREMIERE LINE

Mangrovea refreshing breeze rustling the

trees and Driftwood

CalypsoCool, coloured waters,

Inspired Offices, our cover story...

Make work your happy place.
• Belair U-Shape desk in Driftwood
• HON Ignition Chair in Calypso

• Interface Flooring in Mangrove
• Natural light via IMT Glass Walls

Contact an atwork location for full details & pricing  www.atwork.ca/locations

Not only is white timeless, it’s adaptable – by it’s 
very nature it easily combines with other colours, 
textures, sheens and materials. See page 10 for more 
details about the Thin Profile WorkSmart seating

   NEW

WEB ID OSP FL3836C-U11

WEB ID BEL P39-72 SPRING

   NEW

finishes
see page 42

   NEW

dotting an endless beach. 
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Take a tour of 
your future office! 
 
Visit our showroom.
Our full line of office furniture is  
always on display for you in our 
showrooms. Come in and get some 
ideas. Try our workstations, spin in our 
chairs, flip through our swatches and 
let us help you plan your layout.

Request an  
on-site consultation.
Start your space planning at the 
source - inside your office!  
One of our on-staff Sales/Design  
representatives will help you design  
a layout that works with your space 
and fulfills all of your  
organizational needs. 

Make work your happy place.
dotting an endless beach. 
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A big business chair that works hard at comfort. 
This chair has a 400 lb weight limit and features 

a leather seat and gunmetal finish base.
15 Year Warranty.

Big & Tall
$399.99

WEB ID  
OSP 75-47A773

Air Grid back support with a comfortable  
seat makes this chair a great buy.

15 Year Warranty.

Air Grid
$199.99

WEB ID OSP 5500

Seating
Your comfort - should never 
take a back seat

We have chairs designed with 
people in mind, all body types 
and personal preferences. 
atWork has seating solutions to 
fit any environment, whether 
it’s a welcoming area,  
conference room, workstation 
or touchdown area.  
Our chairs deliver comfort  
and performance every  
worker needs. 

Comfortable large seating with 
breathable mesh that cradles your back. 

Available in Navy or Black seat fabric.

Volt 
Mesh

$159.99

WEB ID HON H5711

Stylish, comfortable and very affordable the 
value mesh has a heavy duty angled nylon base and is 

backed by a limited 15 year warranty.

Value Mesh
$139.99

WEB ID   
OSP EM51022N-3

Multi-adjustable chair with seat slider feature has a  
breathable mesh back, contour mesh saddle seat and a  

heavy duty nylon base.  

Pro Grid 
Manager

$239.99

WEB ID OSP 92893

*Some models shown with upgraded features available at an extra cost.

Also available with arms $199.99
WEB ID HON H5701+5795
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Test drive one today. Ignition recognizes that 
people come in all shapes and sizes and supports 

virtually every one of them. 

Ignition 

$369.99*
WEB ID   

HON HIWM2.A.H/S.M GR3

Starting at:

Weight activated controls make it easy to be  
comfortable in a Lota chair. Simplify your workday!

Lota
$339.99

WEB ID HON H2283.VA

A superior sitting experience with a  
clean, purposeful design. The distinctive  

lines echo the motion of your body  
as you sit back and recline. 

Ceres
$599.99*

WEB ID    
HON HCW1.IM.SB GR3

fabRIcS
Always durable and sometimes daring! 
Express your personality with 
a custom fabric.

www.atwork.ca/finishes

An advanced suspension material  
distributes weight evenly across the seat  

and molds to your back delivering 
support precisely where it’s needed.

Nucleus

$419.99*
WEB ID  HON HN1.A.GR3

Starting at:

*Some models shown with upgraded features available at an extra cost.

Starting at:



The ultimate user-friendly sitting experience.
World all-mesh task chair hugs the body to provide  

lumbar support while its mesh seat eliminates  
contact stress under the thighs.

15 Year Warranty.

World
$729.99

WEB ID HUM W16BM*V*

Get instant lumbar support with the 
Smart chair's tri-panel fit mesh backrest. 
It’s mechanism-free recline automatically 
adjusts to the body weight of each sitter. 

High performance armrests allow users to  
move their arms freely. 

15 Year Warranty.

Smart

$899.99*
WEB ID HUM S113
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Designed for all-day use  
and versatility, this chair allows a wide range 

of users to easily fit the chair. Ergohuman 
chair has a strong set of ergonomic 

features with a high back and headrest. 
Limited 10 Year Warranty.

Ergohuman
$799.99

WEB ID EH ME7ERG

Precise support with the simple turn of a dial. 
You chair increases or decreases the degree of curve 

in the mesh to put you in the proper position.
10 Year Warranty.

You
$719.99 

WEB ID ALL 84012-T2-BK-10B-10S-HAB

CARPET SIZE PRICE WEB ID
STANDARD 45"X53" $39.99 RLT13231      
RECTANGULAR 45"X53" $49.99 RLT13241

MEDIUM 36"X48" $59.99 RLT14113     
 45"X53" $69.99 RLT14233
 46"X60" $79.99 RLT14433F

PLUSH 36"X48" $79.99 RLT15113     
 45"X53" $94.99 RLT15233
 46"X60" $109.99 RLT15433F

HARDWOOD
STANDARD 45"X53" $49.99 RLT24231  
RECTANGULAR 45"X53" $59.99 RLT24241

Protect your floor and make moving  
easier with one of our chairmats.

   NEW

*Some models shown with upgraded features available at an extra cost.

Starting at:

Chair Mats
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Limited 5 Year Warranty. 

$79.99  

WEB ID HON HVL506

Limited 15 Year Warranty. 

$179.99
WEB ID OSP 5505

$299.99  

WEB ID HON HN6.F GR3
$239.99 

WEB ID HON HIGS6FEM GR3
$319.99

WEB ID HON HCG6FAIM GR3

Molded 
$42.99  

Molded Stackers  
are the most comfortable 
in their class and come in 

assorted colours.

WEB ID ROD FS91

Stacker
$39.99

 
WEB ID KP 101DP GR2

Stacker with arms
$43.99  

WEB ID KP 201DP GR2

Seminar 
$89.99

Seminar Stackers  
have an all plywood construction 

and high density 4” seat foam  
for comfort.

WEB ID KP 180 GR2

Banquet
$74.99 

Banquet Stackers 
have a heavy duty chrome 

frame and a 2 ¼” thick 
durable foam seat.

WEB ID KP 950 GR1

Stacking Chairs
Great for events, in lunch rooms or for churches and banquet halls. 

Stackers have an extra comfy double padded 
seat. Hymnal pockets are available.

Pal $99.99  

Pal Stool’s seat raises from 
16 ½” to 21” in height.
WEB ID KP 272 GR2

Stools
Adjustable height stools can be  
used in many different types of settings

Saddle $299.99 

Freedom Saddle stool is made to 
fit the body contours. Contact 
areas reduce pressure points.

WEB ID HUM F300G GR1

Work $169.99 

Work Stool is height adjustable 
to 33” and is ideal for drafting 
tables, counters and benches.

WEB ID KP 411 GR2 

Volt $259.99  

Volt Stool is available in many 
fabrics and colours. It has a wide 

seat and is height adjustable.
WEB ID HON H5705 + H5795 GR2

Industrial $329.99 

Industrial Stool is made of molded 
polyurethane and is height  
adjustable from 22” to 32”.
WEB ID HOR 2000-SK-14  

Client Chairs
A perfect fit in an office setting or around a table. There are many different styles to compliment your office chair or workspace. 
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A bigger scale, smarter styling and 
more ergonomic features than other 

entry level task chairs. 

Volt 
$99.99

WEB ID HON H5701 GR3

Add arms to the Volt chair for  
ergonomic comfort.

Volt with arms 
$139.99 

WEB ID HON H5701
+H5795

The perfect do-anything,  go anywhere 
task chair. Choose the colour that's right for 

you: Black or Navy fabric. Limited 5 Year Warranty.

Mid Back
$179.99 

WEB ID HON HVL220

Made in Canada task chair with a 
Limited 15 Year Warranty.

Energi Task
$229.99 

WEB ID KP 1417P GR2

Ergonomically friendly chair with all the 
adjustments you need. Limited 15 Year Warranty.

Ergo Master
$269.99 

WEB ID  KP 1441P GR2

Flexible enough to handle any day-to-day task.
Co-ordinates with Ignition's full family  

selection of chairs. 

Ignition
$299.99

WEB ID HON HIWM2.A..U GR3

*Some models shown with upgraded features available at an extra cost.
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Keep things rolling smoothly.
Upgrade or replace your casters
today. Available for carpet or tile.

Casters
$7.99

WEB ID FAU EW 1811 BLK

Freedom is the winner of 10 design 
awards. It’s weight sensitive recline  

and headrest set new standards  
for task chair performance 

while lowering the risk 
of long term injury.  

Limited 15 Year Warranty.

Freedom

$999.99* 

WEB ID   HUM F211G GR1

Personalize your fit with Extreme's
multi-tilt positioning system. It has adjustable 

lumbar support and a Limited 15 Year Warranty.

X-treme
$299.99

WEB ID KP SURF RIDER

Sturdy and durable, Real Task has a  
compound contoured backrest and is Canadian 

made. It is backed by a Limited 15 year warranty.

Real Task
$299.99

WEB ID KP 1480P GR2

With an executive high back, adjustable  
loop arms and lumbar support the Ergo Deluxe  
goes to work for you. Limited 15 year warranty.

Ergo Deluxe
$459.99

WEB ID KP 1470P GR2

Work in Comfort.  
Sit in Style.

“A first-class seat.”
—  Andrew Tilin, CNNMoney.com

*Some models shown with upgraded features available at an extra cost.
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Constructed with 20% recycled leather 
this executive chair has built in lumbar support and 

padded armrests. Limited 15 Year Warranty.

Eco-Leather  
Tilter
$199.99             

WEB ID OSP EC6583-EC3

The price is right. Mid back executive chair 
is an all around good addition to your conference 

room or office while going easy on the wallet.
Limited 5 Year Warranty. 

Mid Back
$99.99 

WEB ID HON HVL601

A soft black leather combo high-back chair 
and a popular pick. Limited 2 Year Warranty. 

Managerial
$179.99 

WEB ID RTG 18650

Comfortable padded back and seat 
with built in lumbar support. This faux leather  

chair looks and feels great.
Limited 15 Year Warranty.  

Padded Executive
$189.99

WEB ID OSP EC9231-EC3

Thin - profile seat and back with built in 
lumbar support.  This chair has a one touch seat 
height adjustment and a polished chrome finish.

Limited 5 Year Warranty. 

Thin Profile
$189.99

WEB ID
OSP FL3836C-U6

   NEW

   NEW

*Some models shown with upgraded features available at an extra cost.
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Limited 15 Year Warranty. 

$119.99 

WEB ID KP 350 GR2

An extra dose of style and comfort  
with plush vinyl upholstery and distinctive 

contrasting top stitch. This chair is a great fit for any 
conference room or executive office.

Limited 5 Year Warranty. 

High-Back
$219.99

WEB ID HON HVL 131

Executive Eco Leather seat and back with 
built in lumbar support. This chair is available in Black 

or Chocolate and has a Limited 15 Year Warranty. 

Executive  
Leather

$229.99

WEB ID  
OSP ECH66301 CHOC

WEB ID 
OSP ECH66306 BLK

Great design and support in all the right places 
make this executive faux leather chair a delightful  

addition to any office. Limited 5 Year Warranty. 

High-Back
$269.99 

WEB ID 
OSP FL642-U06-MIDNIGHT

Client Seating
atWork has a large selection of client seating to make your office or reception area both comfortable and stylish. Ask for colour choices.

Limited 5 Year Warranty. 

$69.99
WEB ID HON HVL616

Limited 5 Year Warranty. 

$129.99  

WEB ID HON HVL643

$229.99
WEB ID HON HIGCL GR3

Limited 15 Year Warranty. 

$99.99  

WEB ID KP 1602 GR2

*Some models shown with upgraded features available at an extra cost.
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Where people migrate.
People work best where they are most comfortable.
With a full collection of flexible elements that work  
seamlessly together, Flock is designed to support collaboration  
in a stylish yet dynamic fashion.

WEB ID HON FLOCK TURQ

Wall Street™
Collection

Distinctively contemporary  
in a modular low profile design.  
Wall Street comes in Espresso 
or Black faux leather with chrome  
accents. Limited 15 year warranty.

A - Armchair $289.99 

WEB ID  OSP WST51A

B - Armchair LAF $259.99 

WEB ID  OSP WST51LF

C - Armless Chair $219.99 

WEB ID  OSP WST51N

D - Armchair RAF $259.99 

WEB ID  OSP WST51RF

E - Coffee Table $159.99 

WEB ID  OSP WST12

Tribute
Welcoming and comfortable, Tribute lounge seating is a modern seating solution that  
makes any area look inviting.

Flock™

A

B C D B D

A

Guest Chairs and tables.
Many fabrics and finishes to choose from.

B

C

A
Convene Chair  

$119.99 

WEB ID  KP 350

B
End Table 

$149.99 

WEB ID   
BEL 717-2424

C
Coffee Table 

$219.99 

WEB ID  BEL 717-2448

E

A - Armchair $539.99 

WEB ID DSI 5600-SF-1S-PPSL

B - Loveseat $759.99 

WEB ID DSI 5600-SF-2S-PPSL

B

A

C

D

C - Couch $969.99 

WEB ID DSI 5600-SF-3S-PPSL

D - Ottoman $499.99 

WEB ID DSI 5600-OT-4818-PPSL
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L-Shape

WEB ID BEL CAN-L72-BF

$398.00 

Lateral File 36"W x 20"D x 29"H 

WEB ID BEL CAN LAT

Where people migrate.
People work best where they are most comfortable.
With a full collection of flexible elements that work  
seamlessly together, Flock is designed to support collaboration  
in a stylish yet dynamic fashion.

WEB ID HON FLOCK TURQ

When price matters, the Candi Collection L-shape is the desk for you. This L-shape comes 
complete with desk, return and locking box/file drawers and has a 72" x 72" footprint.

Bowfront desk looks impressive on this U-shape 
workstation. The package includes bowfront desk, bridge, 
credenza and locking box/file drawers all  
in this generous 100" x 72" footprint.

Bowfront  
U-Shape

WEB ID BEL CAN-U72-BBF

Keyboard tray
WEB ID BEL 3019-1228 - $59.99 

Spread out your work on this extra large work surface. This reception includes large  
work surface, reception top, glazed panels and box/file drawers with a 72" x 72" footprint.

Glaze Reception Station  
 

WEB ID BEL CAN-L72-BF/1TC-72G

Candi Collection
Don’t settle for anything 
less than a “sweet deal”.  

Our Canadian-made Candi  
Collection comes in two  
delicious flavours; Truffle and 
Caramel Maple. Get a taste of 
what beautiful office furniture 
looks like. 10 year warranty. 
Exclusive to atWork

Convenient for personal meetings  
this 42" round table fits well in any office.

Conference Table

WEB ID CAN-TAB-42

Truffle Caramel Maple

Optional hutch  
with doors
WEB ID CAN HUTCH - $228.99

$638.00 

$278.00 

$778.00 

$148.99 
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Desks and
Workstations
The Function You Need, The 
Style You want.

You need a desk that’s functional 
and dependable. You want a desk 
that has style.  
atWork can meet all of your 
needs and wants.  Our extensive 
offerings accommodate any 
office layout with plenty of 
personal storage options. Great 
construction and materials  
deliver lasting performance. The Workhorse of the workplace. Arguably the toughest desking system  

in it's price class. Customize with one of the many laminate options available.

Desk 
36" x 72" including 1 box / file 

$629.99 

WEB ID HON H10586L 

Credenza 
24" x 72" including 2 box / files 

$659.99 

WEB ID HON H10543 

Hutch 
72" with 4 doors

$529.99 

WEB ID HON H10534 

36" x 72" 

$499.99 

WEB ID BEL 3309-0221

Sturdy compact desks include 
a locking box / file drawer as well as a 
3/4 modesty panel. 10 year warranty

Compact Desk 
24" x 48" 

$259.99 

WEB ID BEL 3301-0111

30" x 48" 

$299.99 

WEB ID BEL 3303-0111

Canadian Made, versatile office  
desks includes 2 box / file drawers that  
feature full suspension tracks. 
10 year warranty

Office Desk
30" x 60" 

$339.99 

WEB ID BEL 3307-0221



Contemporary Design.
C.A. Collection reveals a design aimed towards bringing 
a contemporary product to the market that has variable 
configurations and an appealing look. Package includes;  
Desk return, surface return and box/box/file drawers   

Lacasse L-Shape
$729.99  

WEB ID CANES-P1623UFL / CA1NN-RTS3060  
/ CA1NS-R2460S

Our forward facing Phoenix Collection - a commercial quality line - focuses
on facing computer users toward guests.  This package includes desk with a  
recessed modesty panel to accommodate client seating, a locking box/file  
drawer and open return as well as a sliding keyboard tray. 10 Year Warranty

Phoenix Forward  
Facing L-Shape 
60" x 64" 

$579.99 

WEB ID BEL P42-60

www.atwork.ca    15  

36" x 72" 

$499.99 

WEB ID BEL 3309-0221

1" thick top and end panels make this computer desk very 
sturdy. Includes sliding keyboard tray, tower holder and locking box/
file drawers. 10 Year Warranty.

Computer Desk
$349.99 

  WEB ID BEL 3307-3111

Metal and wood workstation has a perforated metal modesty panel 
and heavy duty legs. Includes bowfront desk 36" x 72", return 24" x 42" and 
mobile box/box/file drawers. 10 Year Warranty.  

Perform Working L-Shape 
Workstation
$969.99 

WEB ID ASC WT SC-3

Adjustable height computer table 
is engineered with an adjustable ergonomic top and 
is available in different colours and sizes.  
10 Year Warranty.

Adjustable T-Leg 
Computer Table
$279.99 

WEB ID ASC 28048/AST-16/14

   NEW
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Personalized Styling. A wealth of elegance and sophistication is offered 
by Three H in this exclusive detailing of high-end office furniture. Premiere was 
created with a captivating and inventive design. . 

Premiere L-Shape with Storage  

For More Information and Pricing - Ask Us 

WEB ID HHH PREMIERE L-SHAPE

VOI's layered worksurfaces, practical storage components and compact 
footprint can be used to achieve the right mix of functionality and style. Package 
includes;  worksurface, credenza and shelf. Harvest with Silver Mesh finishes.

VOI Small Footprint  

$1249.99 

WEB ID HON VS6060L2B

The corner doesn't have to be a bad place. Make your corner office 
look and feel beautiful. Package Includes desk, return, locking box/file drawers 
and a sliding keyboard tray with a 60" x 60" footprint. 10 Year Warranty. 

Corner Workstation  

$439.99 

WEB ID BEL P25-60

Pull up a chair. Metropolis L-Shape workstations are a flexible, space saving work 
environment that provides a welcoming atmosphere to your space. Package includes; D-table, 
return table, tack board, lockable hutch with doors, Gable support and box/box/ file drawers.

Metropolis L-Shape
$1499.99 

WEB ID TAY S0190588

   NEW

   NEW

Optional  
open hutch
$329.99

WEB ID BEL 3393-3760 
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Optional Bookcase
$139.99
WEB ID OSP LOD 55

From Executive and Management offices to task and high density 
areas, Napa excels in today's business environments. Available in Espresso or
Mahogany finish with 10 year warranty. Package includes bowfront desk
bridge, credenza and locking box/box/file drawers.

Napa U-Shape Station - $689.99 

Optional enclosed  
glass door hutch
$279.99   WEB ID OSP NAP 42 

WEB ID OSP NAP 89/98/43/65

Keyboard tray
$59.99
WEB ID OSP NAP 14 

Look great in any office environment. The Lodi workstation is available in 
Cherry, Mahogany or Urban Walnut finishes with 10 year warranty. Package includes 
Desk, Credenza, Bridge, Hutch with wood/glass doors and 2 box/file drawers.

Lodi U-Shape - $769.99 

   NEW

Cityscape Suite
Modern styling featuring a “cityscape”
of storage options within arms reach.
This solid bowfront desk includes a 
recessed full modesty panel, four box  
drawers and two file drawers. Assorted  
finishes available, 10 Year Warranty

Cityscape Desk
$729.99 

WEB ID BEL 3309BF-F0421 A

A - 3 Drawer Lateral $649.99 

WEB ID BEL 3062-3603-CS

B - Combo Bookcase $749.99 

WEB ID BEL 3054SP-3072/20D-CS

C - Tower Storage $759.99
WEB ID BEL 3069SP-1866-CS

D - Storage Cabinet $434.99 

WEB ID BEL 33065-3048-CS

B

C

D

WEB ID OSP LOD01/70/43/41/76
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Don't turn your back on a client. Our forward facing package allows you to 
face your client while looking at your computer. This 72" x 97" footprint u-shape 
includes open bowfront desk with a recessed modesty panel to accommodate 
client seating, bridge, credenza, enclosed hutch and locking box/file drawers. 
Sliding keyboard tray optional. 10 Year Warranty.

Forward Facing U-Station  

$1599.99    WEB ID BEL P36-72L/R

Locally attractive. Whether you are an executive or not this desk will make you look and 
feel like one. Package includes bowfront desk with 2 box/file drawers, storage credenza and combo 
storage hutch with silver handle options. Choose from a variety of finishes. 10 Year Warranty 

Forward Facing Phoenix Executive
$1789.99 

WEB ID BEL 3309BF-0221 / 3394-3772 / 3319-F6562

Northridge has tons of storage. Package includes bowfront forward 
facing desk with locking box/file drawers, bridge, 60" extended credenza, 
2 drawer lateral file and hutch with doors and organizer in a 105" x 72" 
footprint. 10 Year Warranty.    

Forward Facing Northridge
$1999.99 

WEB ID BEL P41-72L/R 

Face Forward and make your guest feel important. This forward facing package 
includes bullet table with recessed modesty panel to accommodate client seating, 
bridge, credenza, enclosed hutch and locking box/file drawers all in a 72" x 97" 
footprint. Sliding keyboard tray is optional. 10 Year Warranty.

Forward Facing U-Station  

$1599.99 

WEB ID BEL P39-72L/R
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Metropolis. Sophistication personified. 
A blend of classic style and modern functionality, Metropolis offers 
sophisticated storage solutions and extra thick 1 ½” worksurfaces. Clean lines add 
appeal to any office space while the large worksurface and recessed modesty make 
it comfortable and inviting. Package includes: F-Table desk,  bridge, credenza with 
box/box/file, storage hutch with glazed doors.

Metropolis
$2899.99 

WEB ID TAY METRO U SHAPE

A Designers Dream. Create the office look you want with Tayco. 
This design is showing both Up and Cosmopolitan pieces blended 
together with a beautiful wealth of colours.  
The sky’s the limit!

Up and Cosmopolitan
For More Information 
and Pricing - Ask Us 
 

WEB ID TAY DESIGNERS DREAM 

A modern desking solution in laminate with  
metal details, Concourse offers many storage options  
and will work for any company that wants to make  
changes in the future.

Concourse
For More Information and Pricing  
- Ask Us 

WEB ID TAY CONCOURSE GREEN
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Traditional Suite
18th Century Style. 21st Century Engineering.
This classic yet elegant office suite has a high gloss, durable 
laminate surface. Consider appearance as well as functionality to 
strike the right mix of prestige, professionalism and personality.
Many storage pieces available.

Classic Executive Suite 
Never break tradition. 
This traditional desk design offers loads of storage without giving 
up the generous worksurface. There is lots of room to spread your 
work out but at the end of the day be able to put it away neatly.

For More Information and Pricing - Ask Us 
WEB ID HHH TRADITION

Desk 
72" x 36" with  
2 box/files

 $1299.99 

WEB ID HON H94271 

Credenza 
72" x 324" with  
2 box/files

 $999.99 

WEB ID HON H94243 

Hutch
70" x 37"
4 doors

$729.99 

WEB ID HON H94234 

Latitude Executive Suite  
Admired for it's classic elegance. 
Design, function and organization were considered when creating 
this Latitude Walnut Veneer Suite.  This suite is an investment that 
will not go unnoticed. 

Desk 
72" x 36" with  
2 box/files

 $1829.99 

WEB ID 
HOO 5167-10562

Credenza 
72" x 24" with  
2 box/files

 $1499.99 

WEB ID 
HOO 5167-10464

Hutch
With lights 
70" x 37"

$1399.99 

WEB ID 
HOO 5167-10467

   NEW
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Premiere Series
Ultimate, High-End Performance. 
Fresh and stylish has never looked better. More elegant lines 
makes a smart appearance, highlighted by a unique mix of the 
most modern and advanced materials. A great design, with crafted 
aluminum accents and painted glass as well as unique textile 
components makes this laminate-surface collection a winner.

For More Information and Pricing - Ask Us
WEB ID HHH PREMIERE LINE

Create Studio
Everything you need. 
Clean and low in profile, minimal elements and lighter in scale are 
characteristics of Studio. The aluminum structure ensures long lasting 
quality while maintaining integrity over many configurations. It gives 
the impression of a sophisticated and highly innovative new looking 
office.

For More Information and Pricing - Ask Us 

WEB ID HHH CREATE RED

Elegant Executive Suite
With a Single Look, You'll Recognize the 
Difference.
Eye-catching bold design matched with finessed trim accents 
and a wealth of fabric choices for your modesty panels and 
wall-mounted panels enhances the design value of your suite. 
Our new laminate box leg is elegantly trimmed at the base 
for a finished look. No matter how you build your office, your 
environment will acquire a personalized feel. Discover the 
combination that speaks to you.      

For More Information and Pricing - Ask Us 
WEB ID HHH BOX LEG

   NEW

   NEW

Sand Drift

Many finishes 
available including 
new 2014 colours
See page 42 Dark Suede
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altitudE
Let Altitude take your office workspace 
to new heights. Standing for 1 hour a day 
can elevate your health and increase your 
daily performance.

Natural movement. Healthy workspace.
We were made to move, so it’s no wonder sitting at a desk all day is 
compromising our health. Now, one hardly needs to get up at all to be 
productive in their work. This doesn’t mean however that it's productive for 
your health.  Altitude is our answer to creating mobility and variety in the 
office. Various levels of work surface allow a user to walk up or sit to work.
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Working together couldn't be any easier  
or healthy than it is with Altitude's two person workstation. This 
creative sit/stand design allows two people to interact and use 
the abundance of storage it provides all while being comfortable 
and not losing work-space. Package includes 2 sit/stand L-shape 
work-surfaces with 2 drawer file cabinets, 2 box drawers and 2 
tower storage cabinets. Many wood finish options available and a 
10 Year Warranty.

Altitude 2 Person Sit/Stand
$2899.99 

WEB ID BEL AD-2PERSON

Multi-Stations can be the best and most efficient 
way to fit a lot of people in a small space. Altitude has sit/
stand multi-stations that can not only give your employees 
the perfect workstation but keep them healthy as well. 
Let atWork help you design the layout that will help your 
employees be at the top of their game and interact in a 
productive manner.

Altitude Multi-Station 
Sit/Stand
Contact us for an on-site consultation
WEB ID BEL MULTI-STATIONS

You can have it all! This U-shape has tons of storage and 
helps you get healthy, what more could you want? This unique 
sit/stand working design station includes desk with recessed 
modesty to accommodate client seating, 42.5" standing height 
bridge with easy reach storage and combination storage 
credenza all in a 72" x 102" footprint. 10 Year Warranty.  
Wow, I guess you can have it all.

Altitude U-Shape Sit/Stand
$1499.99 

WEB ID BEL A150L/R
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Collaboration
Areas
Creating Results Together

As the balance shifts from 
heads-down concentration 
to face-to-face interaction,  
you need to change your 
workspaces. You need to  
make collaboration areas  
with comfortable but flexible 
furniture.

Motivate
Be ready For What Happens Next.
Turn a group space into a training room in a matter of minutes. The Motivate collection 
of products, including tables, seating and presentation tools, works together seamlessly to 
provide a comprehensive solution perfectly suited for any training application or virtually 
any collaborative environment. 
For More Information and Pricing - Ask Us 
WEB ID HON MOTIVATE LIME



Modern Station
Make coming together cool. Combine modern  
looks and modern technology into a  relaxing experience 
that will motivate your team. 

For More Information 
and Pricing - Ask Us
WEB ID HHH COL LIME

Flock
Comfort is the key when it comes to brainstorming 
as a team. Flock is a high quality sitting solution that allows 
people to come and go in a relaxing manner.

For More Information  
and Pricing - Ask Us
WEB ID HON FLOCK RED/BLK

   NEW
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Concept 3
A designers dream, Concept 3 is inspired by 
an undeniable logic; we are all alike and at the same 
time, different. Easily adaptable to your own reality, the 
elements of Concept 3  are reversible. With no left hand 
or right-handed restrictions, you can configure your 
workstation exactly the way you want it. Plus choose 
from three storage height options.

For More Information and Pricing - Ask Us

WEB ID LAC CONCEPT 3 RECEPTION

Receptions
First Impressions Matter

Make your first impression a 
welcoming one. Remember 
the reception is not only the 
first area your clients see but 
the last area as well. If they are 
comfortable they will be back.

Designer Reception Station
Beauty is in the Detail
Versatility and scalable sizing, flair and sophistication.
Dramatic shapes and detailing provide the desired first impression.
This modern reception is always noticed and admired. Shown in Mocha Walnut.

For More Information and Pricing - Ask Us
WEB ID HHH DESIGNER RECEPTION

Designed to neatly and  
aesthetically display reading material.

13"D x 36"W x 72"H - 10 Year Warranty

Literature Display
$399.99 

WEB ID BEL 3058-3672
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Canadian Wood. Canadian Made. Package price includes;  
bowfront client ledge, L-shape work surface and box/file drawers.  
Available in 2 colour choices; Truffle and Caramel Maple. 10 Year Warranty.

Reception Station WEB ID BEL CAN REC72-BF

 $498.00 

Truffle

Coat Shelf 
Attractive sturdy steel shelf mounts securely 
to any wall. 

$209.99 

WEB ID 36" GBC 20403

Bowfront
Service 

Counter 

All-purpose counters 
Quality service counters are finished in a durable melamine 
finish and have adjustable shelves. Options include; keyboard tray, CPU 
holders, drawers, locking doors and 30" depth. 
10 Year Warranty 

24"D x 24"L x 40"H  $329.99 

WEB ID BEL 810-2424

24"D x 48"L x 40"H  $529.99 

WEB ID BEL 810-2448

24"D x 60"L x 40"H  $629.99 

WEB ID BEL 810-2460

24"D x 72"L x 40"H  $729.99 

WEB ID BEL 810-2472

These sturdy service counters are constructed 
with a durable melamine finish and have  
adjustable shelves. 10 Year Warranty

$869.99 

WEB ID BEL 815-2460

Coat Tree 
60" tall, made of durable metal. 

$89.99 

WEB ID ASC CT60 BLK

10500 Series 
Reception
Welcome clients into your business  
while looking stylish.  Choose from a large 
variety of finish options and storage pieces.

For More Information 
and Pricing - Ask Us
WEB ID HON H10500F RECEPTION
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Conference and 
Training Tables
Where People and Ideas  
Connect

atWork has conference areas  
that are versatile and people 
friendly. Our tables support  
collaboration from the private 
office to expansive boardrooms. 
Our tables allow you to connect 
to one another as well as the  
latest technology.

Boat Shape Table
Locally Made.Value Driven.
This locally made and economical conference 
furniture has a modern design. It offers a 10 year 
warranty and has many finish options.
A - 96” Boat Shaped  
Boardroom Table (Other sizes available)     

$529.99 

WEB ID BEL 707-42096
B - 48” Conference Board  

$559.99 

WEB ID BEL 076-4848
C - Lecturn  

$369.99 

WEB ID BEL 071-2647

A

B

In the heart of every working environment is a place to gather, share ideas and 
collaborate. From the conference room to the private office, Modern series tables compliment 

any space. This 96" x 42" table has a 1" thick boat shaped top and a T-base. Many shapes, sizes and 
conference options available. Limited10 year warranty.   

WEB ID DSI MO8-BS-TB

Modern Boat Shape $539.99 (Table Only)

Will look great in any  
conference room. 
It is available in Cherry, Mahogany  
or Urban Walnut finish and has a 
10 year warranty. 

Lodi Conference
$329.99
WEB ID OSP LOD-36URB

   NEW

   NEW

C

Audio 
Visual 
Cabinet

 $699.99 

(36" x 61") 
WEB ID BEL 3069-3661
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Think outside the box.
Metropolis Conference is an invitation to meet in elegance, 
whether it is formal or casual. Metropolis customizes to  
accommodate your needs with a comfortable working  
space for brainstorming or an executive board meeting.
Many sizes and finishes available.

Metropolis Conference  

$779.99 (Table Only)

WEB ID TAY TB-B5-96/TB-MSSN-9648

Where People and Ideas Connect
To encourage and promote participation, conference rooms 
and meeting spaces need to provide more than tables and 
chairs. Beyond its table offering, the Preside conference 
series includes products that augment and compliment highly 
collaborative settings. When used in conjunction with Preside 
tables, these products help create spaces where people can make 
presentations comfortably, share their ideas visually and grab a 
bite to eat without losing productivity.

Preside Conference
For More Information and  
Pricing - Ask Us
WEB ID HON CON BLK

Design spaces that inspire creativity 
and drive ambition
A conference room reflects communication, synergy and 
the positioning of the company. Choose from numerous 
shapes, sizes, top and base styles and thicknesses. Play with 
colours and wood finishes. 

Executive Boardroom
For More Information and 
Pricing - Ask Us 
WEB ID HHH BOARDROOM MESH 

Add a power port to your table.  
ask your salesperson for details.
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Mobile Lecturn 
$569.99
WEB ID TAY TB-LPOM

Preside Conference
Supports collaboration at all levels of an 
organization, from private offices to boardrooms. 
Available in various shapes, Preside conference series 
tables can be specified in many lengths. Select bases 
and accessories make it easy for people to connect 
with the latest technology. WEB ID HON PRESIDE RED

Brainstorm in Style.
In keeping with traditional tastes, Tayco’s conference 
series seats up to 14 people comfortably and 
features a variety of table top shapes, bases and 
finishes. Pop up grommets can be added to any 
tabletop to access power and data easily and keep 
unsightly wires out of view..  

Tayco Conference
$979.99 

WEB ID TAY-MRRN-9648/TB-BASE-2X2

Design spaces that inspire creativity  
and drive ambition.  
A conference room reflects communication, synergy and the 
positioning of the company. Postion your organization at the 
top of its game. Many sizes and finishes available. 

Executive Boardroom
For More Information and  
Pricing - Ask Us
WEB ID HHH 243478
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This training table features 2 grommets and 2 adjustable 
keyboards that will meet flush with the work surface.  

Training is hard work, so the equipment you use shouldn't be.
Limited 10 Year Warranty. 

Computer Table with adjustable keyboards  

Multiple seat and back options and  
can nest for easy storage. Available in  

assorted colours and fabrics.  
For users up to 300lbs.

Motivate
Nesting  

Chairs
$269.99  

WEB ID HON HMN2 .N.A.PS GR3

Flip Top tables offer easy set up and quick storage.
48" x 24" size shown.  
Available in assorted 

sizes and Grey or  
Mahogany finish.  

Limited 10 Year Warranty 

Flip Top  
Training  

Tables  
$269.99 

WEB ID OSP 84224TCAlso available with arms $169.99
WEB ID HON HVL 301

Contoured mesh back  
with an upholstered  

flip up seat and casters.  
Limited 5 year warranty. 

Basyx  
Nesting  

Chairs  
$159.99 

WEB ID HON HVL 302

Plastic ventillated back 
with padded fabric 
seat. Seat flips for 

horizontal nesting.. 

Nesting  
Chairs  
$129.99 

WEB ID OSP 84330

Bulletin Boards
Made of natural self-renewing 
cork with a heavy guage aluminum  
frame. Factory installed mounting 
system included.

24"D x 36"  $24.99 

36"D x 48"  $44.99

48"D x 72"  $129.99

48"D x 96"  $169.99 

White Boards
Sleek satin finish aluminum frame with 
a melamine writing surface. Mounting 
system allows for vertical or horizontal 
mounting.  Attached marker storage tray.

24"D x 36"  $29.99 

36"D x 48"  $49.99 

48"D x 72"  $129.99

48"D x 96"  $199.99 

WEB ID CFM WALL 2436-L2

Each

Whether gathering for a quick meeting
or sitting in a lengthy traing session,  

Motivate delivers the comfort  
and support you need 

to stay productive.

Motivate
Stacking

Chairs
$259.99 

  
WEB ID HON HMN1.F.A.PS

Each

Shape Collection has 3 mm "T" mold top with heavy-duty 2" post legs. Other sizes available.
Limited 10 Year Warranty. 

                                           Shape Tables

$399.99 

PER TABLE
WEB ID ASC SHC1-CG1.5

$369.99
PER TABLE
WEB ID ASC SH5

$399.99
WEB ID ASC 28072/KB2/G2/WM2

   NEW    NEW

We have solutions to facilitate 
knowledge transfer ranging from 

classrooms to Corporate 
training rooms.

Clear Glass Dry Erase Boards  
Wall mount or free standing, never stain boards available.  
Limited 5 Year Warranty.

Starting at: $690.99 
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Modular Systems
and Glass Walls
What is Modular Office Furniture?

Office furniture units that can 
be arranged or combined in 
different configurations. This 
furniture can be added to as 
the company grows and over 
time can save you money.

Transaction Collection
Work together. Rock solid construction with a long lasting thermo- 

infused melamine, tough 3mil edge and factory assembled quality.  The 
Transaction collection comes in many different finish colours. Choose from a 

large selection of storage solutions. 10 Year Warranty.
WEB ID BEL TQUAD

Initiate Panel Systems
Boost Production, get bonus points from Mother Nature.

Initiate is a sustainable option for environmentally focused  
workplaces. Panels with Natural Core and recyclable fabrics are 

compatible with green building practices. Ensure better air  
quality for your office with the first panel system to receive Indoor 

Advantage Gold certification, the most stringent emissions standard. 
Choose Initiate for a Mother Nature approved panel solution.

For More Information  
and Pricing - Ask Us

WEB ID HON INITIATE

Abound Modular Offices
Look alive. Abound brings a new sense of energy and vitality to 

the office. Straight lines and crisp edges produce a streamlined
appearance that evokes an architectural presence. A range of 

material and finish options adds dimension and texture. The
result is a visually rich environment that helps enhance user 

comfort, morale and productivity.

For More Information  
and Pricing - Ask Us

WEB ID HON ABOUND PANELS

For More Information  
and Pricing - Ask Us



Concourse Systems
Get Comfortable 
Concourse was designed with your need to fit each of your 
employees in mind, offering a whole selection of height 
adjustable leg options all of which provide a standard 6” range. 
Sharing our signature profile detail and refined finish, options 
include panel gable, post leg, single open and spanning gable.  

For More Information  
and Pricing - Ask Us
WEB ID TAY CONCOURSE BRICK

Concourse Modular Furniture
A new meeting place. 
Concourse includes a comprehensive selection of products 
for space division, worksurface support and storage to 
accommodate a variety of applications in a small footprint. 
Productivity accessories and a power/communication system 
complete the offering. 

For More Information  
and Pricing - Ask Us
WEB ID TAY CONCOURSE RED

Accelerate Panel Systems
Maximize Your Freedom.
Today’s fast-paced companies have to be ready for anything. 
Accelerate is designed to adapt and grow at the speed of 
business. The thin profile and clean lines offer a range of
aesthetic options to maximize design freedom. The versatile 
selection works great alone, or even better when combined 
with other HON products to maximize planning freedom.
Accelerate your speed of business, and be ready for anything.

For More Information  
and Pricing - Ask Us 
WEB ID HON ACCELERATE
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For More Information  
and Pricing - Ask Us
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Cosmopolitan Workstations
Sophisticated and flexible.
Seasoned, smart and sophisticated. Cosmopolitan 
is at home in any planning situation. Its flexibility  
and infinite design possibilities allow it to adapt to
environments calling for an open plan, private 
spaces and everything in between. Cosmopolitan  
defines the criteria for all-encompassing office  
furniture systems.

For More Information  
and Pricing - Ask Us
WEB ID TAY COSMO QUAD

Up Modular
Raising the bar.
Up is the new standard for the modern workspace  
delivering innovative design that is built around the  
needs of evolving environments and the people in  
them. Up’s patented centre post and unique  
cantilever support facilitates infinite planning  
possibilities, giving you the flexibility to go in any  
direction and to work at the height you choose.

For More Information  
and Pricing - Ask Us
WEB ID TAY UP UNIT

Metropolis Systems 

Welcome to the team.
Metropolis Collaborate combines the sophistication
of Metropolis with the organization and planning
capabilities of an office system. Similar to a systems
product line, Metropolis Collaborate divides above
worksurface space with tackable fabric, laminate,
glazed, and accessory bar partitions. Desired privacy
levels and access to natural light is achieved gracefully.

For More Information  
and Pricing - Ask Us
WEB ID TAY COLLABORATE
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MultiStations OS Furniture
Reconfigurable Building Blocks
One of the objectives of a MultiStation OS design was to apply a 
systems based philosophy to casegoods. The result is a series of 
highly reconfigurable storage modules that act as building blocks 
- interplaying with a versatile panel system that slides and locks 
together with a single standard tool. Slim 1” panels reduce panel 
creep and significantly reduce the multi-workstation footprint.

For More Information  
and Pricing - Ask Us
WEB ID HHH MULTIOS

MultiStations OS
Adaptable Design
The new workplace is dynamic - continuously expanding, 
contracting and changing. MultiStations OS is designed with 
this constant evolution in mind. Its diverse set of standard 
modular components is easy to specify, assemble and are fully 
re-configurable to meet on-going demands.

For More Information  
and Pricing - Ask Us

WEB ID HHH OS ADAPT  

IMT Glass Walls
Welcome to IMT Modular Partitions
IMT Modular Partitions inc. is a commercial interior construction 
company specializing in modular office wall partitions, providing 
complete modular office solutions such as demountable walls 
and doors, wall dividers, acoustic and architectural partitions as 
well as glass partition walls. IMT's architectural wall solutions are 
known for their excellent design and high quality construction, 
providing endless configurations for office room dividers with 
demountable glass partitions and movable wall dividers. IMT's 
modular office solutions are environmentally responsible with 
94% of the raw materials used produced from partially recycled 
materials and with nearly 100% reusability.

For More Information  
and Pricing - Ask Us
WEB ID IMT WALLS
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Filing  
and Storage
Organize your space.

Most decisions about storage 
start with your decision to 
keep stuff. You’ve decided to 
keep it, now what do you do 
with it? atWork makes filing 
and storage to fit any space 
for every style so you can tuck 
anything away and find it fast. 
We also make sure it’s built  
to last.

Flagship storage by

End Tab Shelf Files
If privacy or security is an issue, 600 
Series shelf files give you the option of closing 
the receding doors and locking up your files. 
Designed to optimize space, HON shelf files 
can be ganged back-to-back with 4 adjustable 
leveling glides. 

5 Drawer Letter WEB ID HON H625L  $719.99

6 Drawer Letter WEB ID HON H626L  $819.99

5 Drawer Legal WEB ID HON H625CL  $749.99

6 Drawer Legal WEB ID HON H626CL  $849.99

Light
Grey Putty Charcoal Black

Other finish colours available. 

36" wide Lateral Files

Heavy duty, great quality cabinets that don't 
use a lot of floor space. Available in Black, Grey, Putty or 
Charcoal. Aluminum drawer pulls with lock.

2 Drawer Lateral WEB ID HON H682L  $259.99

3 Drawer Lateral WEB ID HON H683L  $359.99

4 Drawer Lateral WEB ID HON H684L  $449.99

5 Drawer Lateral WEB ID HON H685L  $589.99

Add a 
Lateral top
 WEB ID BEL 3062-1900 
$89.99

Letter Vertical Files

Even in the most limited 
spaces, we've got you covered. 22" 
deep and available in Black, Grey & Putty.

2 Drawer letter vertical 
WEB ID HON HH412  $139.99

4 Drawer letter vertical 
WEB ID HON HH414  $199.99

Vertical Files

Premium quality construction.
26.5" deep, accepts hanging file folders. Aluminum 
drawer pulls with lock. Available in Black, Grey & Putty. 

2 Drawer Letter WEB ID HON H312P  $155.99

4 Drawer Letter WEB ID HON H314P  $225.99

2 Drawer Legal WEB ID HON H312CP  $185.99

4 Drawer Legal WEB ID HON H314CP  $245.99

Full suspension 
tracks
 

WEB ID HON FLAGSHIP STG
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Vertical Files

Premium quality construction.
26.5" deep, accepts hanging file folders. Aluminum 
drawer pulls with lock. Available in Black, Grey & Putty. 

2 Drawer Letter WEB ID HON H312P  $155.99

4 Drawer Letter WEB ID HON H314P  $225.99

2 Drawer Legal WEB ID HON H312CP  $185.99

4 Drawer Legal WEB ID HON H314CP  $245.99

Heavy Duty Shelving
Assorted shelf and post sizes available.  
Nuts, bolts and supports also available.

5 shelf units starting at: 
$129.99

WEB ID NAS SHELVING  

Commercial or
Office Shelving
Rugged steel shelving.
4 shelves and 4 upright posts 
18" x 42" x 76"H
(File boxes not included)

$269.99

WEB ID MWS1842FB

Need to add on?
Add on unit with 2 upright posts

$209.99

WEB ID MWS1842FB-ADD
Heavy Duty cardboard 

storage boxes
$2.79 each

WEB ID CHS 89006

Fire Resistant
Lateral Filing Cabinets

2 Drawer Lateral WEB ID STU GL402  $2379.99

3 Drawer Lateral WEB ID STU GL403  $2799.99

4 Drawer Lateral WEB ID STU GL404  $3239.99

Letter or legal, 38" wide.

Fire Resistant
Vertical
Filing Cabinets

Legal size file drawers with a  
gang lock that secures all drawers.  
Heavy duty suspension.  
UL Class 350° - 1 hour
Also available in letter.

2 Drawer  - 31" deep   
$1749.99

WEB ID STU GF200

4 Drawer  - 25” deep   
$2099.99

WEB ID STU GF254-4

Fire Resistant
Office Safes

Better than an insurance policy  
which can never replace valuable  
records. Gardex safes guarantee 

peace of mind. Documents  
will stay intact for one full  

hour despite exterior  
temperatures as high  

as 927°C (1700°F)

Starting at: $969.99

WEB ID STU GX1

Security Safes
The solid steel construction  

and pry-resistant doors
make these safes ideal for  

protecting valuables and
irreplaceable keepsakes.

Sentry Safe
$139.99

WEB ID SEN X125

Sentry Safe
$499.99

WEB ID SEN T8-331

WEB ID HON FLAGSHIP STG
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A B B

C D

E

F

A - 24”D x 36”W x 72”H  
WEB ID BEL 3067-3672 $779.99

B - 15”D x 36”W x 42”H  
WEB ID BEL 3398-4336 $299.99

C - 24”D x 36”W x 29”H
WEB ID BEL 3061-3602 $469.99

D - 24”D x 36”W x 29”H 

WEB ID BEL 3061-3642 $619.99

E - 15”D x 36”W x 42”H
WEB ID BEL 3399-4336 $399.99

F - 24”D x 36”W x 29”H
WEB ID BEL 3067-3629 $419.99

The Wall
Locally made.
A wide variety of high quality 
storage solutions to help you 
get organized and be more 
efficient. Featuring 1" thick 
construction and a 10 Year 
Warranty. Also available in 20" 
deep models. 

Office Ready Bookcases
36" wide with 3/4" solid construction.  
These bookcases have a 5/8" finished back.  
10 Year Warranty.

2 shelf 30” tall WEB ID BEL 045-3629  $119.99

4 shelf 48” tall WEB ID BEL 045-3648  $149.99

6 shelf 72” tall WEB ID BEL 045-3672  $189.99

Heavy Duty Bookcases
Bookcases to suit all spaces and contents.  
1" material 36" wide with 3mm edging. 5/8" 
finished back. 10 Year Warranty.
 
4 shelf 48” tall WEB ID BEL 3050-3648  $259.99

6 shelf 72” tall WEB ID BEL 3050-3672  $319.99

7 shelf 84” tall WEB ID BEL 3050-3684  $399.99

Book Cabinet
36" W x 72"H, One shelf in storage cabinet. 
10 Year Warranty.
 
13” deep WEB ID BEL 3051-3672  $379.99

15” deep WEB ID BEL 3054-3672  $479.99

Factory
Second
Bookcase
20" x 72" factory  
assembled available  
in various colours
10 Year Warranty.

$129.99 

WEB ID BEL 9045-2072

All products on
this page are

Literature Organizers
Letter size slots, several finishes available.
36” x 72” WEB ID BEL 038-3672  $619.99

12” x 72” WEB ID BEL 038-1272  $219.99

Literature Organizer
Organize your literature while storing  supplies below.
10 Year Warranty.

A - 13”D x 36”W x 32”H  
WEB ID BEL 038-3632  

$349.99

15”D x 36”W x 32”H  
WEB ID BEL 039-3632  

$449.99

Multipurpose Cabinet 

B - 20”D x 36”W x 34”H  
WEB ID BEL 3066-3634 

$399.99

A

B
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A - 24”D x 36”W x 72”H  
WEB ID BEL 3067-3672 $779.99

B - 15”D x 36”W x 42”H  
WEB ID BEL 3398-4336 $299.99

C - 24”D x 36”W x 29”H
WEB ID BEL 3061-3602 $469.99

D - 24”D x 36”W x 29”H 

WEB ID BEL 3061-3642 $619.99

E - 15”D x 36”W x 42”H
WEB ID BEL 3399-4336 $399.99

F - 24”D x 36”W x 29”H
WEB ID BEL 3067-3629 $419.99

Book Cabinet
36" W x 72"H, One shelf in storage cabinet. 
10 Year Warranty.
 
13” deep WEB ID BEL 3051-3672  $379.99

15” deep WEB ID BEL 3054-3672  $479.99

Open Hutch
WEB ID BEL 3393-3760  $329.99

Closed Hutch
WEB ID BEL 3395-3760  $449.99

Closed Hutch
with paper port
WEB ID BEL 3396-4260  $579.99

Frosted Door Hutch
WEB ID OSP NAP 42  $279.99

Espresso or Mahogany finish  
available.  Limited 10 Year Warranty. Assorted sizes and finishes available, 10 Year Warranty.

Lateral File
36"W x 20"D x 29"H 
10 Year Warranty. 2 colour choices
WEB ID BEL CAN LAT  $278.99

Truffle Caramel Maple

Lateral File Cabinets
36" wide and 20" deep. Assorted finish 

colours available. 10 Year Warranty.

2 Drawer Lateral WEB ID BEL 3062-3602  $399.99

3 Drawer Lateral WEB ID BEL 3062-3603  $649.99

4 Drawer Lateral WEB ID BEL 3062-3604  $749.99

Mobile Pedestal
Great for extra storage,  
moves easily and locks.  
10 Year Warranty

WEB ID BEL 3085-1213  

$339.99

Lockers
Full Door 
$133.33 (Per Door)*
WEB ID S121872-1

Half Door 
$76.66 (Per Door)*
WEB ID D121872-1

Lockerettes 
$43.88 (Per Door)*
WEB ID L121872-1

* Based on bank  
of 3 price level 

Extra Value Lowboy
Available in Grey, Putty 
or Black - 36" X 18" X 42"
$199.99
WEB ID LEE VF42-361842

Storage Cabinets
Strong, sturdy and secure, these cabinets will store and organize just about anything.

Extra Value Highboy
Available in Grey, Putty 
or Black - 36" X 18" X 72"
$259.99
WEB ID LEE VA41-361872

Heavy Duty Cabinet
Available in Grey, Putty 
or Black - 36" X 18" X 72"
$329.99
WEB ID LEE CA41-361872
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Stylish slim design constructed of  
lightweight aluminum. 4 energy efficient  
LED lights. Low profile base, 360° rotation.
Omega Light 
WEB ID ESI OMEGA LX3-BASE $269.99

Accessories
Accessorize. Prioritize. 

Make ergonomics a priority in 
the workplace. Using the  
proper keyboard tray and 
monitor arm can keep your 
employees healthy.  
Unhealthy employees can cost 
a company money and can 
make for a stressful  
environment.

Built-in fine-tune adjuster allows each 
monitor to be in perfect alignment for  
easy viewing.
Double Monitor
Holder
$429.99

WEB ID HUM M8BB1C - Black 
WEB ID HUM M8BW1C - White 
WEB ID HUM M8BS1C - Silver

Adjustable to fit tablets with screen  
sizes from 7 to 11".  Theft deterring 
Security lock is included.
Tablet Mount 
$149.99

WEB ID ESI ORION TABLET-COMBO

A high-performance arm that supports the monitor 
weight using an innovative mechanical 
spring within a lightweight ultra-thin design.
Ergonomic Monitor Arm 
$199.99 WEB ID HUM M2

Lift and lock 7" height 
adjustment mouse pad.
Eco-Articulating keyboard
with mouse 
$229.99 WEB ID ESI SOL ULTRA

Intuitive adjustability and unmatched  
styling with a built-in mousing system.
6G Big Board
$259.99 WEB ID HUM 6G500 F27

Lift and lock 7" height 
adjustment & release handle tilt adjustment.
Eco-Articulating keyboard 
$199.99 WEB ID ESI SOL 2CCR 

Many finishes available, 10 Year Warranty.
Sliding keyboard tray
$59.99 WEB ID BEL 3019-1228

Off the floor storage.
CPU Skateboard
$54.99 WEB ID BEL 026-2000

Tilt and height adjustment. 15"W x 11" D
Footrest
$39.99 WEB ID HOR FR-01

Articulating with foot massage ball area.
Humanscale Footrest
$149.99 WEB ID HUM FM300B

Free up desk space.
10 Year Warranty.
Mobile Printer Stand
$189.99 WEB ID BEL 3741-0923 
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Folding Tables
 
Tuck away until its needed

Folding tables are the perfect 
option when you need to set 
up extra tables in the lunch 
room, have a quick training 
session or you need an extra 
work area in your office for 
a short time. We have light 
weight options that are easy to 
set up and take down and can 
tuck away neatly until the next 
time they are needed.

Adjustable to fit tablets with screen  
sizes from 7 to 11".  Theft deterring 
Security lock is included.
Tablet Mount 
$149.99

WEB ID ESI ORION TABLET-COMBO

Free up desk space.
10 Year Warranty.
Mobile Printer Stand
$189.99 WEB ID BEL 3741-0923 

This easy loading caddy holds 14-17 tables  
and has locking heavy duty wheels.
Round Table Caddy
$249.99 WEB ID OSP TC 106

Removable sides makes loading this caddy easy 
with up to 18-20 tables and has locking heavy 
duty wheels.
Rectangular Table Caddy
$249.99 WEB ID OSP TC 102

Holds up to 28 resin chairs, easy to  
load and has locking heavy duty wheels.
Chair Caddy
$159.99 WEB ID OSP TC 103

4' Round
Resin Table
Overall - 48" W x 29.63" H
$75.99 WEB ID OSP BT48Q

5' Round
Resin Table
Overall - 60" W x 29.63" H 
$109.99 WEB ID OSP BT60Q

6' Resin 
Banquet Table
72" W x 30"D x 29.63" H 
$62.99 WEB ID OSP BT06Q

8' Resin 
Banquet Table
96" W x 30"D x 29.63" H 
$89.99 WEB ID OSP BT08Q

Resin Chair
18.5" W x 21.9"D x 33.2" H 
$29.99 WEB ID OSP PC02

Premium Commercial
Folding Tables
Stain and scratch resistant with office  
matching finishes. 30" wide. 10 Year Warranty.
 60” WEB LDF FTM-3060  $99.99

72” WEB LDF FTM-3072  $109.99

96” WEB LDF FTM-3096  $119.99

Round Folding Tables
Assorted finishes, 10 Year Warranty.
 48” WEB LDF FTR-48  $189.99

60” WEB LDF FTR-60  $199.99

Reference Tables
30" wide, 10 Year Warranty.
 
60” WEB BEL 3730-3060  $184.99

72” WEB BEL 3730-3072  $224.99

 
Folding 
Chair
$49.99 

WEB ID OSP FF-223012

   NEW
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Design
Down to Business  
and Up to You

Picking the right office 
solutions can be stressful.  
Let atWork Office  
Furniture’s team of experts 
walk you through the  
buying and design process. 
We can work with you to 
furnish your space to be 
both functional and  
appealing to the eye.

Mocha

Oyster Driftwood Natural Wood Slate Coastal Pear

Dark Suede Sand Drift

Most of the pricing in this catalogue reflects the standard choices in finishes. Our experienced team can help you make
the choice that is best for your work environment. Prices are subject to change without notice. Delivery and taxes are extra.
Some items may not be exactly as illustrated. All atWork Office Furniture stores are independently owned and operated.

   NEW    NEW    NEW    NEW

   NEW    NEW

Selection of 2014 Designer Finishes

$
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Expert Advice
and onsite consultations

Expert advice = expert solutions. 
Our sales and support teams are available to answer

any questions you have, we’ll even come to you for an  
onsite consultation!  Call us today.

On-line Savings!  
www.atwork.ca/DealsAtWork

LEASING.
WHAT YOU NEED,
AS LONG AS YOU 

NEED IT.
Ask us how leasing Office, 
Institutional or Educational 

equipment can benefit  
your organization.

Smart
Cash$

atWork meets the challenge of tight 
deadlines by keeping many of our most 

popular items in-stock so you can get 
what you need - fast!  



EXPERT ADVICE • GREAT CUSTOMER SERVICE • PROFESSIONAL DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION

• Huge in-stock inventory
• Exclusive Canadian made products
• Large local showrooms
• Professional sales and support teams
• First-class delivery and installation
• Outstanding no-hassle warranty
• BEST PRICE PROMISE

www.atwork.ca

Visit us on-line
to view our  
full-line of  

office furniture  
products  
and ideas.


